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DNA Profiling of the Icelandic Horse
Identification power
Parental testing with the FengurPrint™ genetic markers is highly accurate. A wrong 
candidate father can be excluded in over 99,99% of the cases if the DNA identity of the 
mother is known and with over 99,7% certainty if the DNA identity of the mother is  
unknown. The DNA test is easily done by using a swab sample from the nose or by  
collecting hair (fig.1).

Landmark project
The Icelandic Farmers’ Association and Matis have collaborated in DNA testing of over 
15.000 horses in Iceland with DNA registration in the WorldFengur database. Matis  
is offering DNA profiling of Icelandic horses in Europe in order to establish DNA  
identity of the horses and for parental testing. The overall process for DNA profiling  
and registration in the WorldFengur database is shown by the following scheme:

 �     
 

 �    
 

 �  

Horse owners may obtain DNA profiling with a swab or hair sample. Collected samples 
are sent to Matis for analysis. Matis then sends the profile results to the WorldFengur 
database. The owner can access the results through the database where the DNA  
profile is compared with the profiles of the claimed parents.

Biological background
Today DNA FengurPrint™ represents a set of 17 
genetic markers. These 17 markers have been  
approved by ISAG (International Society for 
Animal Genetics). Each marker has two copies, 
one from each parent and the DNA fingerprint 
of offsprings match the DNA fingerprint of their 
parents. Each copy of any given marker (an allele) 
is represented by a letter and a colour. The DNA 
fingerprint profile of any horse can be shown by 
a series of letters, two for each of the 17 markers, 
generating an individual DNA FengurPrint™ 
barcode (see figure below).  

Fig.1
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Effects of chilling technologies on developing microbial 
populations during storage of whole, gutted haddock

Effective cooling of newly caught fish 
is of great importance for increased 
quality, safety and shelf life of the 
product. In this study, microbial de-
velopments during cooling of whole, 
gutted haddock were documented 
using cultivation for enumeration 
and molecular screening methods to 
determine the dominating microflora 
without cultivation. This methodology 
is relatively new in the field of food 
microbiology.

The results show a divergent dominat-
ing microflora influenced by the cool-
ing methods. Furthermore, the study 
demonstrates that the dynamics of 
microbial populations during storage 
are susceptible to major population 
shifts as a result of storage conditions.
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Cooling media
Cooling technologies have been improving in 
recent years with development and commercial-
ization of ice machines of different kinds where  
water, ice, salt and gases have been used to 
increase cooling rate and reduce temperature 
during storage and transportation. All these 
developments aim at reducing bacterial growth 
and thereby extending shelf life and increasing 
product quality. Information on how these new 
techniques affect the succession of the bacterial 
flora on the fish is limited at present. 

Four different cooling applications were compared 
and the temperature profiles recorded during the 
storage experiment (Table).

Bacterial developments
Cultivation of total viable psychrotrophic bacteria 
and pseudomonads showed no significant differ- 
ences as time progressed between cooling meth-
ods. Photobacterium phosphoreum growth was 
delayed by all cooling methods at early storage 
but increased rapidly during late storage, mostly  
in Liquid Ice group B. 

Molecular screening of the skin and flesh micro-
flora revealed the dynamics of bacterial popula-
tions establishing during chilled storage and how 
different cooling methods can revolutionise the 
microflora in this environment (Figure). The results 
were in agreement with cultivation and spoilage 
indicator analysis (TMA and TVBN). Photobacte-
rium phosphoreum was in highest dominance in 
haddock flesh when stored in Liquid Ice B and 
Liquid Ice A with ice on top. The other groups 
showed that Psychrobacter and Flavobacterium 
were dominating.

Surprisingly, the better cooling efficiency of the 
liquid ices was not supported by the bacterial 
growth behaviour. The brine used in the liquid ice 
may create an environment favourable to the  
active fish spoiler Photobacterium phosphoreum.

Measured parameters of each cooling medium used for the 
chilled storage experiment.

Bacterial species composition on the skin of newly caught haddock (left) and in the flesh of haddock after 8 days of storage in 
different cooling media (right) as analysed by cultivation independent molecular analysis (16S rRNA clone analysis).
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